The

Past

is Present

Standing atop a sandstone hill in Cabrillo National
Monument on the Point Loma Peninsula, west of
downtown San Diego, I breathe in salty ocean air.
I watch frothy waves roaring onto shore, and look down
at tide pool areas harboring creatures such as tan-andwhite owl limpets, green sea anemones and pink nudibranchs. Perhaps these same species were viewed by
Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo in 1542 when, as an explorer
for Spain, he came ashore on the peninsula, making
him the first person from a European ocean expedition
to step onto what became the state of California.
Cabrillo’s landing set the stage for additional Spanish exploration in the 16th and 17th centuries, followed
in the 18th century by Spanish settlement. When I gaze
inland from Cabrillo National Monument, I can see a
vast range of traditional Native Kumeyaay lands, including the hilly area above the San Diego River where,
in 1769, an expedition from New Spain (Mexico), led by
Franciscan priest Junípero Serra and military officer
Gaspar de Portolá, founded a fort and mission. Their
establishment of the settlement 250 years ago has been
called the moment that modern San Diego was born.
It also is believed to represent the first permanent
European settlement in the part of North America that
is now California.
As San Diego commemorates the 250th anniversary
of the Spanish settlement, this is an opportune time
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THE 250TH ANNIVERSARY OF EUROPEAN
SETTLEMENT IN SAN DIEGO IS A GREAT TIME
TO EXPLORE SITES THAT HELP TELL THE
STORY OF THE AREA’S DEVELOPMENT
by MATTHEW J. BLACK

Clockwise from top left:
Colorful birds can be
seen at the San Diego
Zoo and San Diego Zoo
Safari Park; a scenic
view from Cabrillo
National Monument;
dynamic performers in
Old Town; the bell tower
at Mission Basilica San
Diego de Alcalá.

to explore some of the fascinating historical sites that
have helped to make San Diego the internationally
known destination it is today. To that end, I’m enjoying
an itinerary that spotlights several history-themed
locations, including Presidio Park, Mission Basilica
San Diego de Alcalá, Old Town and Balboa Park.

The Presidio and Mission
The site where the Serra/Portolá group first settled
is now an 18-acre National Historic Landmark on

Presidio Hill, which is part of the approximately
50-acre Presidio Park, created in the early 1900s.
While no structures from the original fort and mission
remain, grass-covered mounds mark spots where
original presidio buildings were located.
As I walk along the park’s present-day lush green
grass and amid dozens of species of trees, including
fragrant eucalyptus and California incense cedars, I
imagine the hilltop as it was during its presidio years.
A 1772 mission report, drafted by a priest to provide
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The Presidio
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The Junípero Serra
Museum is located on
a hill where a 1769 fort
and mission became
the first permanent
European settlement
in San Diego.

to his superiors, described a chapel constructed with
poles and roofed with tules, rooms constructed with
adobe and wood for missionaries, two bronze cannons,
and livestock ranging from cattle and sheep to horses
and pack mules, according to militarymuseum.org.
A main park attraction is the 1929 Mission-style
Junípero Serra Museum, which will be closed April 15–
July 15 for the creation of new exhibitions focused on
people who have lived along the San Diego River. The
new exhibits will include a virtual-reality re-creation
of the presidio, based on archaeological data, and of a
Kumeyaay village that was located at the base of what
became Presidio Hill. Today, Kumeyaay people provide
their perspective on their ancestral homelands and area
history via websites such as kumeyaay.com and museums such as the Barona Cultural Center & Museum and
the Sycuan Cultural Resource Center and Museum.
I travel to another hilltop, about 6 miles east of Pres-

idio Park, to visit Mission Basilica San Diego de Alcalá,
which displays representative Kumeyaay ‘ewaa: housing made with flexible new branches from plants such
as willow and sycamore. This mission site dates to 1774,
when the mission part of the original Serra/Portolá settlement was moved to this hill, which had a better water supply from the San Diego River, and more fertile soil
for crops. This location is believed to be where some of
the first olive trees in California were cultivated.
I stroll to the front of the mission church (the fifth
to be located on this hill), which was built in 1931 and
features Spanish-style architecture, complemented by
groomed gardens. Some of the five bronze bells in the
nearly 50-foot-tall campanario are in motion, and I
stop, enchanted, as they seem to joyfully ring. The bells
that have crowns were cast in a Spanish royal foundry,
while the large bottom-right bell was recast in 1894
with what were believed to be fragments of the original

The Mission
Basilica San Diego
de Alcalá has
displays about
Kumeyaay baskets,
and an impressive
‘ewaa home.
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More Historical
Attractions
Asian Pacific Historic
District (sdchm.org):
Historical structures
include the 1927
Chinese Mission Building that now houses the
San Diego Chinese
Historical Museum.

Old Town
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Papel picado banners
complement shopping
and dining in this historical area, which grew
from a mission outpost
to a pueblo in the
early 1800s.

late-1700s mission bells. Over the years, the mission’s
bells have been used to announce everything from
siesta time to the arrival of guests.

Old Town
The smell of fresh tortillas fills the air, along with the
music of mariachi musicians, as I stroll down Old
Town’s San Diego Avenue. Restaurants such as Cafe
Coyote that serve authentic Mexican food have skilled
señoras hand rolling tortillas at stands along the sidewalk. The dough is patted by hand into a round shape,
then rolled into a thin circle and placed on a heated
cast-iron surface. What comes off the grill are soft
tortillas that are used for fantastic dishes such as tacos
filled with meat, cilantro, guacamole and salsa.
The area now called Old Town was founded in the
early 1800s as Spanish soldiers moved down from Presidio Hill to develop the plain below, and were joined by
settlers, including cowboys and traders, from around
the world. The present-day Old Town features more
than 30 restaurants, dozens of unique shops, several
hotels, and numerous museums and historical buildings, such as the mid-1800s Whaley House Museum
house/theater/courthouse/store. Whaley House is said
to be haunted, and as I savor my two excellent tacos at
Cafe Coyote, the person next to me shares that when he
toured Whaley House, he felt something tickle his hand
while he was alone in the dining room.
Perhaps a famed Cafe Coyote margarita with tequila
would chase his shivers away, or a mezcal at the nearby Tahona Bar & Tasting Room. I decide to cap my own
Old Town visit at Tahona, whose mission is “to educate
and give reverence to the complexity and beauty of the
Mexican culture through its most iconic beverage,

Chicano Park Murals
(chicano-park.com):
Admire the many vibrant outdoor murals in
Chicano Park, a National
Historic Landmark.
Gaslamp Quarter
(gaslamp.org): Listed on
the National Register of
Historic Places, this quarter, known for its Victorian buildings, continues
to be popular for dining
and entertainment.
Hotel del Coronado
(hoteldel.com): Take a
docent-led tour to walk
through the hotel, dating

to 1888, and its grounds
(shown below), where
celebrities have played.
Kumeyaay-Ipai
Interpretive Center
(poway.org/369/
kumeyaay-ipaiinterpretive-center;
open specific Saturdays):
Learn about Kumeyaay
life via artifacts, ‘ewaa
homes, and a milling and
grinding station.
Little Italy (littleitalysd.
com): In the 1920s,
Italian families helped to
make San Diego a major
player in the world tuna
industry. Today, the
neighborhood is known
for its hip restaurants,
farmers markets and
historical buildings.
USS Midway Museum
(midway.org): The floating 1945 aircraft carrier
is now a star museum in
a city that has a rich
naval tradition. —M.J.B.
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mezcal. …” I’m enthralled as I sip one of
the smoky spirits and
learn about the mezcals
of different Mexican
regions from a mezcal
sommelier.
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Balboa Park

Balboa Park
attractions include
the San Diego
Zoo, where
visitors can see
animals ranging
from lions to
lemurs.

After the Panama Canal
was completed in 1914,
San Diego became the
first major U.S. destination for ships traveling to the West Coast via the new
passageway. In celebration of this distinction, the city
organized the 1915–1916 Panama-California Exposition, an event that also marked San Diego’s arrival
on the world stage, at a park north of downtown.
I enter 1,200-acre Balboa Park from the west,
walking along the 1,500-foot-long, 125-foot-tall
Cabrillo Bridge, which was built for the exposition
and resembles a Roman aqueduct. Soon I come to an
impressive cathedral-like building that houses one
of the park’s 17 museums: the Museum of
Man. Museum exhibits spotlight culturalanthropology themes ranging from “Maya:
Heart of Sky, Heart of Earth” to “Kumeyaay:
Native Californians.” The Museum of Man
complex also includes the spectacular 198foot-tall California Tower, built in a variety of
architectural styles, from Baroque to Rococo
to Gothic, for the PanamaCalifornia Exposition.
Continuing east to Park
Boulevard, I think about
the exhibits of animals that
lined a section of this road
during the exposition. The
animals were subsequently
left behind by the company
that had been in charge of
the exhibits, and the city had been forced to take over
their care. In September 1916, as local physician Dr.
Harry Wegeforth was driving past Balboa Park with his
brother, he heard a lion roar, and he said, “Wouldn’t it
be splendid if San Diego had a zoo! You know … I think
I’ll start one.” The very next month, Wegeforth and his
brother collaborated with others to found the Zoological Society of San Diego. The society took over care of

Balboa Park

Cabrillo Bridge and the
California Tower were
built for the 1915–1916
Panama-California
Exposition, which
brought international
attention to San Diego.

the exhibit animals and
secured the land in Balboa
Park that would become
the San Diego Zoo.
Now the zoo, whose
partners include Alaska
Airlines, is home to more than
3,500 rare and endangered animals. On my visit, I particularly enjoy the “Africa
Rocks” section, completed in 2017, which spotlights
animals ranging from bee-eaters to lemurs and
leopards. I’m fascinated as one of the “Africa Rocks”
silver-maned hamadryas baboons appears to mediate
an altercation between his sons when big brother won’t
stop harassing little bro.
Animal species that found a home in the original
zoo are still here, as well, including bears, monkeys,
wolves and lions, and visitors can get deeper insight
into some of these species through special “Upgraded
Experiences” such as “Inside Look Tours.”
Thanks to sites such as the ones I’ve been visiting,
I’ve found that reaching into the past in my hometown
usually requires nothing more than exploring my
surroundings. By combining the physical locations
with my imagination, I can see more than 250 years of
history unfold before me.
Matthew J. Black writes for a digital history magazine
in the San Diego area. For 250th-anniversary-related
events, see sandiego250.com. For more on San Diego
history and recreation, see sandiego.org.

Alaska Airlines (alaskaair.com) provides regular service
to San Diego (SAN) from many cities, ranging from
Albuquerque (ABQ) and Baltimore (BWI) to Maui
(OGG) and Puerto Vallarta (PVR).
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